
Camera-ready means a rack card is 100% ready to give to the printer. It must be the exact size (see dimensions below), in the proper format and ready for 
electronic pagination. Digital artwork must be submitted in a single plate-ready image file that is either flattened or has all fonts and artwork embedded. 

Preferred file format is press-quality PDF.  300 dpi TIF or high-res EPS can also be accepted.

Camera-ready rack card submissions require the following 
considerations:

 1. Dimensions 
 The overall dimensions of rack cards need to be exactly 
4.25” wide x 9.25” high. When the rack card is printed, the outside 
1/8” all the way around will be cut off (outside the orange line on 
the template).  The area outside the orange line is the bleed area 
and the orange line is the crop line. After the card is printed, it will 
be trimmed at the orange line to make the final dimensions of the 
card exactly 4” wide x 9” high. The bleed area allows your color to 
go all the way to the edge of the cropped card instead of having a 
white border. It is obviously very important not to put any important 
information in the area near or outside the orange line as it will be 
cut off during cropping and not be visible on the final product.

 The white line in the template is what we consider the safety zone.  
It is located 1/8” inside the crop line. You should consider this line as 
a guide for layout purposes. It is important that you not allow any of 
your text or other important information to cross outside the white 
line. This allows you a buffer zone of 1/8” between the final edge 
of your rack card and your information. It eliminates the possibility 
that text, etc. will be positioned too close to the edge of the final 
product. The bleed area can make it appear as though you have 
more room to work with than you actually do, so keeping your text 
and other important information inside the white line makes good 
layout sense. Also, the cutter may wander slightly during the cutting 
process, so it’s a good idea to give it a little extra room to reduce 
the possibility of a problem.

 Your final output does not require any crop, bleed or printers 
marks. We will drop your finished 4.25” x 9.25” PDF into our template 
and generate all printers marks from there. Please submit one rack 
card side per page on your pdf.

 2. Color and other considerations
 Rack cards must be submitted in CMYK color. RGB color will not 
print correctly on the press and is not acceptable. High resolution 
output is required. This means your artwork, photos, etc. need to 
be 300 dpi or higher, at the size it will print. Press-quality output 
is required when generating your PDF. Website and email sized 
photos/art are generally not high enough resolution for press 
quality applications.

 3. Production fees
 No production fees will be charged for qualifying camera-
ready submissions accompanied by a signed, dated color proof 
to indicate color approval. If no proofs accompany the electronic 
file, there will be an additional charge of $50.00 per set of proofs 
generated by Todd Communications. Incorrect submissions that 
require multiple tries or “fixing” on our end may incur charges 
based on the hourly design rate of $85/hr. Some of the frequent 
problems with incorrect camera-ready submissions are:  using RGB 
color instead of CMYK, using low resolution art or outputting a low 
resolution PDF, making the rack card the wrong size, placing text 
or other information too close to the edge (crop line) and creating 
borders that don’t correctly take cropping into consideration.

 Todd Communications offers full service rack card design. 
Our production fee is $95 per side, and includes one round of 
adjustments and/or changes not to exceed an additional hour. 
Revisions and extensive redesigns exceeding the initial three hour 
maximum will be billed at $85/hr. Therefore, it is important to have a 
clear idea of your rack card (rough draft including the exact text, 
photographs and art) worked out before materials are submitted 
to our graphic artist.

 Camera-ready ads may be submitted on CD or by email 
(depending on size) to rackcards@toddcom.com. If you have 
any questions, please contact our in-house designer, Vered Mares, 
by email at vered@toddcom.com or by phone at 907-929-5502. 

CAMERA-READY ART SPECIFICATIONS FOR RACK CARDS

Total Dimensions
4.25”W x 9.25”H

Cropped Dimensions
4”W x 9”H

Keep all of your text and important 
information inside the white box

Warning: If this spec sheet was faxed to you, 
it may not have reproduced to scale.


